Impact of freeze substitution on biological electron microscopy.
Considering the increasing necessity for improved preparation techniques in biological electron microscopy as a basis for the identification and localization of cellular substances within the compartments of the cell, this review is focussed on the method of freeze substitution as an important link between the cryofixation (ultrarapid freezing) and resin embedding of biological specimens. The theory and practice of freeze substitution is summarized with particular interest in the physical and thermodynamic as well as in the chemical basis of this technique. A survey of practical aspects of the technical process of freeze substitution concerning the equipment and various protocols successfully applied in biological systems is also given. The main advantage of freeze substitution versus conventional chemical fixation is seen in the maintenance of the hydration shell of molecules and macromolecular structures. This results in an improved fine structural preservation, superior retention of the antigenicity of proteins and decreased loss of unbound, diffusible cellular components. Examples of excellent visualization of the ultrastructure of macromolecular complexes (nucleic acids, extracellular material, membranes etc.), small organisms (bacteria, algae, cyanobacteria and fungi) and large biological samples such as plant and animal tissue as well as the plant-pathogen (fungus) interface and infection structures are presented. Recent data on the molecular characterization of freeze-substituted biological tissue are exemplified with special emphasis on the subcellular detection of soluble components (elements, lipids, proteins and drugs) and the inter-/intracellular localization of proteins including foreign proteins in transgenic plants. The molecular analysis of freeze-substituted specimens is achieved by the combination of low temperature preparation techniques in biological electron microscopy with various detection methods such as X-ray microanalysis, immunocytochemistry and high resolution autoradiography.